Agenda

- Awards/Recognition:
  - 2017 PIDS Distinguished Physician Award (Andi Shane)
  - Young Investigator Award (Mark Denison)
  - JPIDS/Feigin Award (Theo Zaoutis)
  - Caroline B. Hall Clinically Innovative Research Award (Janet Gilsdorf)
  - Fellowship Awards (John Williams)
  - ASP Awards (Jason Newland)
  - PIDS Board Members Rolling Off (Paul Spearman)
- ABP MOC (Kris Bryant)
- PIDS Activities and Strategy (Paul Spearman)
- Finances by Dr. Buddy Creech
- JPIDS by Dr. Theo Zaoutis
- Questions/comments
2018-2019 Board of Directors

Executive Committee
Paul Spearman, President
Kristina Bryant, President Elect
Janet Gilsdorf, Past President
Buddy Creech, Secretary-Treasurer

Board of Directors
Susan Coffin
Ravi Jhaveri
Grace Lee
Yvonne Maldonado
Jason Newland
Chris Nyquist*
Debra Palazzi
Jennifer Read*
Andi Shane
Bill Steinbach
New: Adam Ratner
Archie Chatterjee
PIDS Strategic Goals

• **Aim 1**: To Promote the **Value** of the Pediatric ID specialist to the Healthcare System

• **Aim 2**: To **Recruit** Top Talent into Pediatric ID Fellowship Programs and Support Training Programs

• **Aim 3**: To Advance ID **Science** and Advocate for Support for Research in ID

• **Aim 4**: To **Engage** the Pediatric ID Community through Innovative Programs and Services

• **Aim 5**: To Advance **Clinical Care** in ID, Including Appropriate Antimicrobial Use and Childhood Vaccinations

• **Aim 6**: To Promote the Success of JPIDS
UPDATES/CHANGES

• New Committee in 2019!
• Moved Plotkin Lecture to ID Week
• Board meetings at ID Week and St. Jude/PIDS Research Meeting
• New Resources for Membership
• Changed Name of PIDSERF to PIDS Foundation
15 PIDS Committees

- Clinical Affairs
- Communications
- Finance
- International Affairs
- Education
- Programs and Meetings
- Training Programs
- Research Affairs
- Publications
- Vaccine Advocacy
- Fellowship Awards
- PIDSERF Resource Development
- Transplant ID
- PCAS
- St. Jude Review

https://www.pids.org/about-us/pids-committees.html
Vaccine App!

The Vaccine Handbook
Gary S. Marshall, MD
Eye of the Tiger Technologies

4.6, 9 Ratings
Free

The Vaccine Handbook: A Practical Guide for Clinicians
Seventh Edition
Gary S. Marshall, MD
Membership Survey 2017

• Clear need for work on value of ID consultant and in engaging our membership
• Division Directors’ Working Group: share experiences, strategies, successes in gaining hospital support, establish standards for clinical FTEs, ASP, other areas

• Will need more concentrated efforts in coming months/years
MEMBERSHIP REPORT
as of September 14, 2018
RESEARCH/FELLOWSHIPS

• Our fellowships are growing
• High priority for our investments
• Please help publicize so we have plenty of high-quality applications

• https://pidsfoundation.org/research.html
ENGAGEMENT/MEMBER SERVICES

- PIDS Connect  
  [https://pids.connectedcommunity.org/home](https://pids.connectedcommunity.org/home)
- ASP Toolbox (PCAS)
- Program Directors’ Resources (Training Programs)
- Monthly e-newsletter (Communications)
- Volunteer Opportunities: Record number of volunteers for committees: 128!
Meetings Strategy: Update

• Promote ID Week as the Society’s premier scientific and organizational meeting
• Move Plotkin lecture, Business meeting, fellowship awards to ID Week
• Encourage collaborative sessions at PAS that cross-cut ID and other pediatric specialties
• Keep St. Jude/PIDS Research, Transplant ID Meeting, International Pediatric ASP meetings intact and thriving
The PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASES SOCIETY request the honor of your presence at the 40th Anniversary Dinner Celebration and Lecture honoring GEORGE MCCracken AND JOHN NELSON.